
Loading
Dickie is downloading some files, his internet connection may be slow as it may be fast,
however, he has waited for too long over now and he wants to play as he downloads the files, the
'game' he formulated goes like this.

You are filling a string of length S with the following expression language, the characters will
contain one of these, S={0-9,%,-,|}

Now, each character of the string S is a block of file, now, if this block of file is completely filled,
you must print a 'pipe' character ('|'), if its not, you must print a dash ('-'), however, if it corresponds
to the middle three positions of the string, you must print ([0-9][0-9]%), this corresponds directly to
the percentage already downloaded.

Your task is to print the string described above and the time left to download the file entirely, if, for
any reason, the time given exceeds the total downloaded file, you should print 'Download is
complete'.

INPUT DETAILS:

You are given an integer T, representing the number of test cases, then T lines will follow with
four integers each, P, S, F, A, these represents, respectively, the time that already has been
downloaded, the number of characters that must be contained in the string S, the size of the files
(in megabytes) and the download velocity of the internet connection (given in kilobytes per
second). Beware that only the size of the files and the download velocity can be given in floating
points.

OUTPUT DETAILS:

For each output you must print the string S as described above, followed by a space and the
string “Time left:“, followed by a space and a number H that will be the hours left of the files to
download, followed by the string “hs”, followed by a space and then a number M representing the
number of minutes, followed by a single character 'm', then a final space and a number C that
contains the number of seconds left to download the file.

 

 

INPUT OUTPUT
4

0 10 100 10

60 20 360 60

900 24 167 52.70

2 10 10 5000

----00%---- Time left: 2hs 46m 40s

---------01%--------- Time left: 1hs 39m 0s

||||||-----28%----------- Time left: 0hs 37m 48s

Download is complete



 

CONSTRAINTS:

0 <= P <= 10^8

5 <= S <= 2T {T € N}

1 <= F <= 1000

10^-2 <= A <= 1000000
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